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, activity` 

 

Go back in time;  
experience the golden age of railroad  

travel like a pampered rail baron,  
wealthy socialite or famous celebrity;  

on board a marvelous private train 

 

“Journeys by Rail uniquely redefine 
authentic luxury vacations with    

impeccable hospitality, exclusive 
personalization, extraordinary 

dining, complimentary beverages, 
rewarding experiences, exclusive     

  ambiance and distinctive elegance” 
 

Is the infinite pleasure greater while traveling                
to or after arriving at en-route destinations? 

For information contact
817 666-0267 

info@americastrain.com
or 
 
 
 
 
 
 

www.americantrainvacations.com 
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The only vacation providing 
changing venues, preferred 
climates, snow or beaches, 
mountains or deserts, much 
more, and related unlimited 
recreational alternatives.  
 

As repairs are finished, 60 
luxurious sleeping, lounge, 
dining, activity, exhibition 
and other rail Cars will start 
service throughout the USA 
and into Canada. 
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LUXURIOUS TRAIN CARS
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     Train’Shares on Train Sets give ‘Owners’ the right 
to annual or more frequent Journeys by Rail. They 
include the attractive while eliminating the undesirable 
aspects of vacation ownership producing a uniquely
exceptional combination of timeshare benefits coupled 
with luxurious private train vacations.  
     Owners pay relatively low annual Fees that cover
operating expenses. If an Owner doesn’t use a Journey
the Fees don’t have to be paid.  
     If Owners don’t enjoy their first Journey by Rail 
vacation (implausible), they can request a refund of the 
Train’Share purchase price and the Fees that have been 
paid, less the value of any used Journeys. 
     Owners can exchange their Journeys for vacations at 
a worldwide selection of the finest resorts. 
     Total costs are much lower than individual Journeys 
by Rail; which are already an exceptional value. 
     Train’Share Owners can rent Journeys, themselves 
or though a travel agency, and keep the net revenue.  

TRAIN’SHARES™ JOURNEYS BY RAIL 
     Journey by Rail vacations are on Train Sets made 
up of several luxuriously rebuilt passenger train Cars 
that travel together surrounded by magnificent scenery 
to visit a variety of urban, rural and remote locations 
throughout the United States and into Canada.  
    The elegant railroad Cars, complimentary beverages, 
exquisite dining, personalized service and stop-overs at 
diverse en-route Journey by Rail destinations provide 
unforgettably rewarding vacation experiences. 
     Cars normally travel with Amtrak, are dropped off 
at appealing ‘ports of call’ and are subsequently picked 
up by different trains to go on to other exciting locales.  
     Passengers live on board while enjoying an endless 
choice of Tracks to Adventure™, other tours and out of 
the ordinary adventures and activities.  
     Cars are equal or nicer than and vacation fares are 
lower compared to luxurious trains in other countries. 
     There are no equivalent train or luxury vacations in 
the United States; maybe anywhere. 
 

  “The only way to fully experience the grandeur, history, diversity and never ending pleasures of America” 

ENDLESS THINGS TO DO 
     Other trains transport people from one place to 
another. Passengers have no time to experience off 
train attractions along the way. 
     Journeys by Rail provide vacations to and beyond 
the four corners of the United States with prolonged 
stays at en-route destinations where infinite choices 
of activities can be enjoyed, tranquil or adventurous. 
    The endless variety of things to do ranges from 

big city glamour, museums and shows, to skiing, 
golfing, mountain hiking, scuba diving, beach sun 
bathing, unique shopping, being pampered at fine 
spas, and just about any other preferred activity.  
     Varying itineraries visit intriguing and out of the 
ordinary places where America’s history, culture and 
natural wonders can be enjoyed while living on an 
exclusive, luxurious private train. 
     No other vacation provides access to an unlimited 
choice of pleasure and pass-times from the Atlantic 
to the Pacific and Mexico into Canada. 
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